


• Games themed to your location make a great souvenir
• Four Winds is your one stop shop for all your favorite games and puzzles

• We offer low minimums
• Some games are returnable for credit (ask your sales rep for details)

• All of our games are fun and educational

CALL your sales rep today for our 2018 games & Puzzles Catalog!
Prices & Product availability subject to change without notice

We have expanded our Games & Puzzles!  
With themes ranging from Animals to U.S. History, players of all ages can discover fun 

facts while coloring, assembling a puzzle, playing a guessing game and much more!



 Themes

 1 1

Wildlife, Reptiles and Amphibians

50 Common 
Reptiles and 
Amphibians of the 
Southwest
If you want to be one of 
the privileged few to see a 
Gila monster or a desert 
tortoise, do you know their 
likely habitat or how they 
will react to your visit? 
Large color photographs 
clearly show the animals 
in the wild. 

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

WNP785681S Books $6.63 $9.95

Adventures of 
Grandfather Frog
Determined to see the 
Great World beyond the 
familiar vistas of the 
Smiling Pool, Grandfather 
Frog leaps forth only to 
tumble haplessly into the 
pitfalls of greed, 
boastfulness, and 
carelessness. This time-
honored classic mixes 
exciting adventure and 
good-natured humor with...

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

DOP627400S Books $1.59 $3.00

Andy Alligator 
(Snappy Fun Books)
This board book about a 
typical day in the life of 
snappy-jawed Andy 
Alligator features a finger 
lever that enables children 
to snap Andy's jaws up 
and down.

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

CDS441908S Books $4.23 $7.99

Animals, Animals, 
Animals! Mad Libs 
Junior
What could be more 
appropriate than a book 
devoted to all the animals, 
what they eat, and their 
habitats. With everything 
from your favorite pets to 
wild animals to farm 
animals?Animals, Animals, 
Animals! Mad Libs Junior 
is perfect for the animal lover in all of us!

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

RAH310951S Books $2.64 $4.99

Arizona Wildlife: An 
Introduction to Familiar 
Species
The Grand Canyon State offers 
an array of wildlife experiences 
from Gila monsters to 
Hummingbirds. Arizona Wildlife 
is the perfect pocket-sized, 
folding guide for seasonal 
traveler or state resident. 

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

IPG355135S Books $3.68 $6.95

Baby Animals 
(Magnetology)
Little ones will enjoy using 
this adorable book with 45 
magnetic play pieces to 
match various baby 
animals to their parents, 
all while learning about 
the habitats in which each 
animal lives. A helpful 
spread at the back of the 
book even allows tots to 
confirm they've placed all the babies right where they 
belong!

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

CHR760193H Books $10.59 $19.99

Chameleons 
(Amazing Animals)
This popular series travels 
the planet to study these 
and other fascinating 
mammals, birds, reptiles, 
fish, and invertebrates. 
Beautiful photos are 
paired with STEM-
appropriate text to 
examine the featured 
creature's appearance, habitat, behaviors, and life 
cycle.

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

CHR832215S Books $4.76 $8.99

Cheery: The True 
Adventures of a 
Chiricahua Leopard 
Frog
Cheery is a frog. He's a 
Chiricahua Leopard Frog, 
to be more precise. Okay, 
he's not a frog yet. At the 
beginning of the story, he's still a tadpole. Young 
readers will learn how a tadpole turns into a frog and 
why some frogs like Cheery are dramatically declining 
in numbers around the world.

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

FIV985025S Books $8.77 $15.95

Crocodiles & 
Alligators
Crocodiles and alligators 
may seem ferocious and 
scary, but renowned 
science author Seymour 
Simon confirms that 
they're also endlessly fascinating. Around since the 
time of dinosaurs, crocodiles and alligators eat without 
chewing, have three eyelids, and provide good living 
conditions for other animals. 

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

HAC443829S Books $3.70 $6.99

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w9tb
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w9tY
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w9tT
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w9tf
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w9t8
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w9td
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w9tG
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w9tB
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w9tH
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Wildlife, Reptiles and Amphibians - Continued

Dig, Wait, Listen: A 
Desert Toad's Tale
A spadefoot toad waits 
under the sand for the rain 
to pass and hears all the 
sounds the other desert 
animals are making above 
ground.

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

HAC816614H Books $9.00 $16.99

Dinosaur Snakes 
and Ladders
Dinosaur Snakes and 
Ladders is loads of 
prehistoric fun for young 
paleontologists! Players 
use their counting skills as they race to be the first to 
reach the prized Triceratops skull. Minimum order of 6.

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

OUM219235M Activity Sets/Games $8.00 $15.99

Easy Field Guide to 
Southwestern 
Snakes
Twenty-nine species found 
in seven states & Mexico 
are described & illustrated 
for easy identification.

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

PPU581017S Books $1.09 $1.99

Eyewitness: 
Amphibian
Part of the Eyewitness 
educational series, which 
features simple 
discussions of scientific 
material, one topic at a 
time, for kids and parents, 
too, Eyewitness: 
Amphibian explores the 
world of the fish-to-reptile 
amphibian.

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

DKP664503X Videos $6.88 $12.99

Eyewitness: Reptile
With more than twenty 
million copies sold in forty 
languages in ninety 
countries worldwide, DK 
Eyewitness been the most 
trusted young adult 
nonfiction book series for 
more than thirty years. 

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

DKP663891X Videos $7.27 $12.99

Field Guide to 
Reptiles and 
Amphibians
Whether you're scouring the 
vernal pools of the Smokies 
or exploring the deserts of 
New Mexico, the Audubon 
Guide to Reptiles and 
Amphibians is your source for 
information for all that slides, 
crawls, and wriggles through 
it. With over 300 full-color 
images and 160 species,...

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

RAH450824S Books $12.16 $22.95

Frog in the Kitchen 
Sink
“Never put a frog in the 
kitchen sink, or your 
mother’s gonna yell . . . !” 
Learn where you should 
never put a frog in this silly 
rhyming book that 
features moving lenticular 
eyes--wacky characters 
come to life as you tilt the 
page!

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

SIS946709H Books $5.29 $9.99

Frogs (Amazing 
Animals)
This popular series travels 
the planet to study these 
and other fascinating 
mammals, birds, reptiles, 
fish, and invertebrates. 
Beautiful photos are 
paired with STEM-
appropriate text to 
examine the featured 
creature's appearance, habitat, behaviors, and life 
cycle. 

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

CHR832217S Books $4.76 $8.99

Frogs and Toads
For many naturalists, 
woodland frogs and toads 
represent some of their 
first encounters with 
wildlife. Now this Golden 
Guide from St. Martin's 
Press offers fascinating 
insights into the 
mysterious world of frogs 
and toads.

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

VHP232241S Books $3.68 $6.95

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w9tr
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w9tq
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w9t2
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w9t7
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w9th
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w9tI
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w9t1
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w9tA
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w9t3
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Wildlife, Reptiles and Amphibians - Continued

Frogs Toads & 
Turtles
An introduction to the 
world of insects, 
caterpillars, and butterflies 
including identification 
nformation, educational 
activities, and fun 
facts.Invites young 
naturalists to spot wildlife. 
Safety tips are provided and interesting activities are 
sugested.

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

NBN971593S Books $4.21 $7.95

Fun with Reptiles 
Stencils -
Here's a versatile stencil 
collection that will appeal 
to young colorists and 
crafters alike.

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

DOP628075S Books $1.05 $1.99

Glow- In- The- Dark 
Tattoo Snake
Safe, temporary tattoos 
depict 10 dangerous 
reptiles from around the 
world! The real-life version 
of each of these fearsome 
snakes might be 
intimidating, but the 
tattoos will look 
sensational slithering 
along your skin! Glow-in-
the-dark serpents include a Death Adder, Sahara Sand 
Viper, Sharp-nosed Pit Viper, Tiger Rattlesnake,...

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

DOP647381S Books $1.05 $1.99

Glow-in-the-Dark 
Tattoos Lizards 
(Dover Tattoos)
Place one on your cheek, 
display another on a hand 
or shoulder, and see how 
these reptiles attract 
instant attention! Choose 
from a selection that 
includes a Frilled Lizard, 
Leopard Gecko, Green 
Iguana, Komodo Dragon, 
Panther Chameleon, and Flying Dragon, each...

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

DOP647383S Books $1.05 $1.99

Great Outdoors 
Games & Puzzles
Buckley Beaver and 
Daffodil Duck are the tour 
guides for a nature 
excursion like no other! 

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

WKP017679S Books $5.27 $9.95

Inside Nature's 
Giants: Monster 
Python DVD
In the Everglades, Mark 
Evans and Joy Reidenberg 
meet python hunters 
attempting to control the 
python population through 
a cull. They join reptile expert Jeanette Wyneken to 
dissect two pythons. The program explores the 
science of slithering, as well as the development of 
infra-red goggles that let the snakes hunt in the dark 
and a flexible jaw that allows them to stretch their...

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

PBS701653X Videos $11.99 $19.99

It's a Good Thing 
There Are Snakes
There are plenty of 
creatures in the world that 
some people would prefer 
to live without! Bats and 
spiders are scary. Bees 
and snakes can be deadly. 
But each of these 
creatures plays an 
important role in its ecosystem.

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

GRP122833S Books $3.27 $5.95

Jump!
When a bug sleeping on a 
jug is chased by a frog, he 
has to jump to get away. 
But then that frog (who’s 
sleeping on a log) is in for 
a similar surprise! 

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

SIS697884H Books $7.94 $14.99

Kids Meet the 
Snakes
Kids Meet the Snakes 
features snakes from all 
around the world, from the 
common garter found in 
many backyards to the 
fearsome Egyptian Cobra, with each snake showcased 
on a full-color 2-page spread complete with die cut.

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

SIS433303S Books $6.86 $12.95

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w9ts
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w9tO
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w9tc
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w9tL
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w9tD
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w9tn
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w9tC
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w9tU
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w9tX
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Wildlife, Reptiles and Amphibians - Continued

Learning About 
Reptiles
With this fun, instructive 
activity book, kids can 
learn about a dozen cold-
blooded creatures from 
around the world: the 
Galápagos tortoise, 
crocodile, chameleon, 
regal horned lizard, leaf-
toed gecko, loggerhead 
turtle, glass lizard, 
alligator, western painted turtle, Gila monster, green 
anole, and northern black racer. 12 full-color stickers.

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

DOP641851S Books $1.05 $1.99

Learning About Snakes
Learn fascinating facts about the coral 
snake, anaconda, cottonmouth, 
rattlesnake, cobra, and 7 other reptiles. 
One page of text describing each snake, 
with space for one of 12 full-color sticker 
illustrations.

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

DOP640335S Books $1.05 $1.99

Little Sea Turtle 
Finger Puppet Book
A new title in the 
bestselling finger puppet 
series! Tiny tots will enjoy 
swimming with newly 
hatched baby sea turtles 
in Little Sea Turtle. This 
simple, comforting story 
features a permanently attached plush finger puppet 
and peek-a-boo holes in every page, giving parents 
and children a fun, interactive way to play and read 
together.

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

CHR212913H Books $3.70 $6.99

Lizards Coloring 
Book
Lifelike portraits of 30 
scaly creatures — from a 
tiny dwarf chameleon to a 
ten-foot-long Komodo 
dragon fill this coloring 
book. Valued as exotic 
pets in many parts of the 
United States and around 
the world, lizards come in 
a wide range of shapes 
and sizes. Award-winning nature artist Jan Sovak has 
accurately rendered 30 of these curious creatures and...

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

DOP644820S Activity Sets/Games, Books $2.11 $3.99

Lizards for Lunch: A 
Roadrunner's Tale
Roadrunners are speedy, 
fearless, and when they 
do take time out from 
ruling the desert scrub 
lands and meadows they 
call home, they enjoy a tasty snack of... lizards? It's 
true! The aptly titled Lizards for Lunch: A Roadrunner's 
Tale provides you, the reader with a glimpse of the 
world as it is known to the speedy roadrunner.

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

SUN179500S Books $4.37 $7.95

Lizards Sticker 
Book
For this amazing sticker 
collection, nature artist 
Jan Sovak has drawn 
realistic portraits of those 
scaly-skinned reptiles 
known as lizards.

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

DOP642103S Books $1.05 $1.99

Lizards Tattoos 
(Dover Tattoos)
Wear them on your 
cheeks. Display them on 
shoulders, arms, and legs. 
Six accurate tattoo images 
of actual lizards with long 
tails, thorny spikes, and 
other weird features are 
sure to create instant 
interest. Choose from a 
Frilled Lizard, Leopard 
Gecko, Green Iguana, a Komodo Dragon, and two 
other bizarre beasties.

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

DOP644831S Books $1.09 $1.99

Monster in the 
Rocks
Be smart. Stay safe. Listen 
to your parents! That's the 
message from Mama and 
Papa Quail to their covey 
of chicks. 

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

SUN179565S Books $4.37 $7.95

Monster Reptiles: A 
Close-Up Coloring 
Book
Take a good look at the 
beady eyes, sharp teeth, 
and forked tongues of 
these monstrous reptiles. 
Thirty meticulously 
accurate mug shots for 
you to color depict a 
Galapagos tortoise, king 
cobra, American alligator, bearded dragon, flying 
lizard, thorny devil, and other animals. Brief captions...

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

DOP648252S Books $2.11 $3.99

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w9tz
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w9tF
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w9tQ
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w9tm
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w9tx
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w9tZ
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w9tk
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w9t-
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w9tR
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Wildlife, Reptiles and Amphibians - Continued

National 
Geographic Kids 
Mission: Sea Turtle 
Rescue
Inspiring young animal 
lovers to get up close to 
sea turtles and the real-life 
challenges they face is 
what Mission: Sea Turtle 
Rescue is all about. Kids 
can connect their love of 
animals with their passion to help save them, 
discovering amazing true adventure stories, gorgeous...

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

RAH631893S Books $6.88 $12.99

National 
Geographic 
Readers: Alligators 
and Crocodiles
A pair of eyes lurks just 
above the water's surface. 
Is it a crocodile or an 
alligator? Packed with 
beautiful and engaging 
photos, kids will learn all 
about these two reptiles-
and find out what makes 
them different. This Level...

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

RAH631947S Books $2.11 $3.99

National 
Geographic 
Readers: Sea 
Turtles
Who could resist 
celebrating sea turtles? 
They may seem like lazy 
ocean reptiles drifting with 
the oceans’ currents, but 
they are actually long-
distance swimmers that 
spend their entire lives 
searching for food and a...

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

RAH630853S Books $2.11 $3.99

National 
Geographic: Creepy 
Creatures
Clawdette, the Black Cat, 
wants to introduce you to 
a ghoulish gallery of 
nature's creepiest 
creatures.

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

VVE459004X Videos $7.99 $13.99

Nature's Misfits: 
Odd, Bizarre, 
Unlikely Creatures
Alongside the fastest, 
strongest, smartest 
animals are natures 
misfits, odd, bizarre and 
unlikely creatures that 
seem ill-equipped for survival. Somehow they manage 
to cling to life and in some cases even thrive. 

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

PBS702300X Videos $15.00 $24.99

Nature: Fabulous 
Frogs
Explore the weird and 
wonderful world of frogs. 

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

PBS789073X Videos $11.99 $19.99

Nature: Fabulous 
Frogs (Blu-ray)
Explore the weird and 
wonderful world of frogs. 

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

PBS789075X Videos $14.99 $24.99

Nature: Frogs: The 
Thin Green Line
Frogs have been on this 
planet for more than 250 
million years, evolving into 
some of the most 
wondrous and diverse 
creatures on earth. Today, 
they are at the center of 
one of the greatest mass extinctions since the 
dinosaurs. 

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

PBS702871X Videos $15.00 $24.99

Nature: Invasions of 
the Giant Pythons
Florida s Everglades 
National Park is home to 
numerous unique and 
endangered animals and 
plants. The park has also 
become a dumping 
ground for a variety of 
non-native species, including Burmese pythons. 

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

PBS702872X Videos $15.00 $24.99

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w9tt
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w9t6
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w9tg
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w9tl
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w9t_
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w9tP
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w9tK
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w9tE
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w9tW
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Wildlife, Reptiles and Amphibians - Continued

Nature: Reptiles - 
Alligators & 
Crocodiles
Reptiles can be beautiful, 
dangerous, and 
intimidating. This two-part 
program from PBS' 
acclaimed "Nature" series 
focuses on two exciting 
species, ALLIGATORS & 
CROCODILES and 
TURTLES & TORTOISES. 
Fast, slow, large, small, each of these creatures ...

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

QUE703447X Videos $9.33 $19.98

Outrageous Animal 
Adaptations: From 
Big-eared Bats to 
Frill-necked Lizards
Examine nature's diversity 
through profiles of twenty-
four fascinating animals. 
This book showcases 
animals whose survival 
strategies are among the 
planet's most extreme. Release Date: January 2018.

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

LEP242999H Books $4.92 $8.95

Peterson Field 
Guide to Western 
Reptiles and 
Amphibians
This third edition covers all 
the species of reptiles and 
amphibians found in 
western North America. 
More than 650 full-color 
paintings and photographs 
show key details for 
making accurate 
identifications. 

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

HOM598272S Books $11.66 $22.00

Poisonous Animals
This Golden Guide from St. 
Martin's Press is an 
introduction to the major 
groups of poisonous 
animals in the world, 
including the most deadly 
species.

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

VHP238147S Books $3.68 $6.95

Poisonous Dwellers 
of the Desert
Exquisitely detailed line 
drawings by Barbara 
Terkanian make it easy for 
newcomers to identify 
dangerous desert insects, 
spiders, scorpions, 
centipedes, snakes, and 
lizards, in an easy-
reference format. 

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

WNP785653S Books $3.27 $5.95

Pond Life
This guide describes and 
illustrates, in full color, the 
plants and animals that 
live in or near ponds, 
lakes, streams, and 
wetlands. It includes 
surface-dwelling creatures 
as well as those of open 
water, the bottom, and the 
shore and tells how 
various animals and plants 
live together in a 
community. 

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

VHP238130S Books $3.68 $6.95

Popsocket Snake 
Rose
It’s a simple, affordable 
and utterly transformative 
phone accessory. 
PopSockets offer a super 
secure grip, allowing for 
one-handedtexting or 
snapping the perfect selfie. It also makes a great stand 
for watching videos and movies, hands free.

Item # WSL SRP

POS81033481M $5.00 $9.99

Professor Noggin's 
Reptiles and 
Amphibians
How about Reptiles versus 
Amphibians?! That's just 
one of the topic cards in 
this kids card game. Find 
out more fun facts from 
Eggs to the Komodo Dragon! Minimum order of 24 
Professor Noggin Games. Mix and Match!

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

OUM210423M Activity Sets/Games $5.50 $10.99

Ranger Rick's 
Amazing Animals: 
Reptiles and 
Amphibians
This book brings the world 
of reptiles to life with eye-
catching photos and 
captivating information 
about turtles, snakes, lizards, crocodiles, and their 
scaly-skinned kin. Readers will learn how reptiles 
survive in many habitats, from hot deserts to tropical 
forests and even under the sea. 

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

NBN076202S Books $4.24 $7.95

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w9tS
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w9tu
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w96J
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w96i
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w96V
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w96p
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w96e
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w96o
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w965
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Wildlife, Reptiles and Amphibians - Continued

Rattlesnake Rule 
(Softcover)
Uh-oh! Was that a rattle I 
heard? Maybe it was a 
rattlesnake just following 
the rules. Rules? 
Rattlesnakes have rules?! 
If these babies shake their 
rattles, you d better pay 
attention! Much maligned primarily because they are 
too often misunderstood, rattlesnakes have gotten a 
bad rap over the years. 

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

FIV985211S Books $4.37 $7.95

Rattlestiltskin 
(Hardcover)
Rosalia is in debt to the 
strange little snake man 
Rattlestiltskin after he 
teaches her how to make 
tortillas so light they float 
in the air! Can she 
outsmart the trickster and 
keep her freedom? 

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

IPS332838H Books $9.34 $16.99

Reptile Bingo
Welcome to the reptilian 
world of Reptile Bingo. 
Facts about Collared 
Lizard, Alligator, West 
Diamondback snakes and 
more are learned while 
playing this game. 
Minimum order of 12 Lucy 
Hammett Games. Mix and 
Match!

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

LHG726919M Activity Sets/Games $8.00 $15.99

Reptiles & Amphibians: 
An Introduction to 
Familiar North Ame
Pocket Naturalist guides 
introduce novices to nature. 
Perfect for the budding 
naturalist in your tribe, or as a 
reference for the seasoned 
sage.

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

IPG355180S Books $3.68 $6.95

Reptiles and 
Amphibians 
Coloring Book
Accurate line renderings 
of over 70 alligators, 
snakes, lizards, frogs, 
toads, and more. Concise 
captions give scientific 
name, size, habitat, 
coloring, distinguishing 
characteristics, other data. 
Total of 44 black-and-white illustrations, reproduced in 
authentic color on covers. Royalty-free, wonderful for...

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

DOP624111S Books $2.64 $4.99

Reptiles Stickers
Seventeen realistic, full-
color stickers introduce 
youngsters to a ferocious 
Komodo dragon, a mild-
mannered box turtle, an 
intriguing thorny devil, and 
14 other curious creatures. 
Includes identifying 
captions.

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

DOP640500S Books $1.05 $1.99

Reptiles Tattoos
Poison dart frog, 
crocodile, painted turtle, 
collared lizard, and 6 
more. Instant attention-
getters for tattoo lovers of 
all ages.

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

DOP629521S Books $1.05 $1.99

Sea Turtles (Our 
Wild World)
Sea turtles live in all the 
oceans of the world, with 
five species found near 
the United States. 

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

NBN971746S Books $4.21 $7.95

Small Clay Whistle - 
Snakes
Many Native people used 
to make clay whistles. 
They were very common 
in Central America and have been made to look and 
sound like just about anything. These small clay snake 
whistles are fired using a modern version of an old 
Native American technique called reduction firing. 
Minimum order of 5.

Item # WSL SRP

BBF001906M $18.75 $34.00

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w96j
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w96a
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w96M
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w96v
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w964
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w96N
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w960
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w969
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w96y
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Small Clay Whistle - 
Turtle
Many Native people used 
to make clay whistles. 
They were very common 
in Central America and 
have been made to look and sound like just about 
anything. These small clay turtle whistles are fired 
using a modern version of an old Native American 
technique called reduction firing. Minimum order of 5.

Item # WSL SRP

BBF001907M $15.00 $29.00

Smithsonian 
Handbooks: 
Reptiles and 
Amphibians
A systematic approach, 
authoritative text, and 
clear photographs make 
the Smithsonian 
Handbook of Reptiles and 
Amphibians the most 
comprehensive and easy--
to--use pocket guide to 
the reptiles and...

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

PEP949393S Books $11.66 $22.00

Snake Stickers 
(Sticker Book)
Accurate full-color 
depictions of 17 species: 
anaconda, Gaboon viper, 
timber rattlesnake, king 
cobra, banded krait, 
rhinoceros viper, and 11 
more. Add reptilian appeal 
to lunch boxes, lockers, 
etc.

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

DOP628680S Books $1.05 $1.99

Snakes
Snakes, the best-known 
members of the reptile 
family, are some of the 
most popular animals in 
the world today. With over 
120 species in the United 
States alone (including 17 
poisonous varieties), 
Snakes thrive in every 
region of the country.

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

VHP230608S Books $3.68 $6.95

Snakes (Our Wild 
World)
Alligators and Crocodiles, 
Lizards, Snakes, and 
Turtles each provides an 
exciting opportunity to dig 
deeper into the lives of 
reptiles.

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

NBN971855S Books $4.21 $7.95

Snakes of the World 
Coloring Book
A stunning gallery of line 
drawings depict over 40 
species from around the 
world. Add your colors to 
the anaconda, boomslang, 
cottonmouth, fer-de-lance, 
royal python, Sahara sand 
viper, king cobra, black 
mamba, boa constrictor, 
puff adder, Indian python, 
milk snake, garter snake, and many more.

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

DOP628471S Books $2.64 $4.99

Snakes Tattoos 
(Dover Tattoos)
Here are 10 safe, 
temporary tattoos 
featuring formidable 
reptiles from around the 
world: Death Adder, 
Sahara Sand Viper, Sharp-
nosed Pit Viper, Tiger 
Rattlesnake, Cottonmouth, 
Boa Constrictor, Cobra 
and 3 other scaly 
serpents. Simply moisten and apply.

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

DOP628834S Books $1.05 $1.99

Snakes, 
Salamanders & 
Lizards
An introduction to the 
world of insects, 
caterpillars, and butterflies 
including identification 
information, educational 
activities, and fun facts. 
Invites young naturalists to spot wildlife. Safety tips 
are provided and interesting activities are suggested. 

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

NBN971627S Books $4.21 $7.95

Squishy Turtle and 
Friends (Cloth 
Book)
Meet Squishy Turtle and 
all of his under the sea 
friends! Babies will love 
turning the soft cloth 
pages, and meeting a new 
sea-creature on each page. Features rhyming text that 
encourages listening skills.

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

VHP249184S Books $5.29 $9.99

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w96w
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w96b
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w96Y
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w96T
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w96f
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w968
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w96d
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w96G
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w96B
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Wildlife, Reptiles and Amphibians - Continued

The Crocodile 
Hunter: Collision 
Course
Steve Irwin makes his big-
screen debut with his 
most perilous adventure 
yet! 

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

INE688056X Videos $7.00 $9.95

The Enormous 
Crocodile
The Enormous Crocodile is 
a horrid greedy 
grumptious brute who 
loves to guzzle up little 
boys and girls. But the 
other animals have had 
enough of his cunning 
tricks, so they scheme to 
get the better of this foul 
fiend, once and for all!

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

PEP241453S Books $4.23 $7.99

The Gum-Chewing 
Rattler
Kids always want Joe 
Hayes to tell The Gum-
Chewing Rattler. And why 
not? It combines so many 
things kids love to 
do—chew bubble gum, tell 
tall tales, and drive their 
moms crazy—with the 
wild, impossible claim that 
a rattlesnake chewed gum and blew a bubble with it!

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

CDS369319S Books $4.77 $7.95

The Tarantula in My 
Purse: and 172 
Other Wild Pets
Humorous, heart-warming, 
and just plain entertaining, 
these stories by Newbery 
Medalist Jean Craighead 
George recall what life 
was like as she raised 
three children and 173 wild 
pets. On any given day 
there might be a bat in the 
refrigerator, an owl in the...

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

HAC446201S Books $3.17 $5.99

The World of Snakes
Come along in The World of 
Snakes and learn more about 
one of the most fascinating 
creatures on earth.

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

CDS355850S Books $4.21 $7.95

The Yucky Reptile 
Alphabet Book
Find out why boa 
constrictors swallow their 
meals whole, learn why 
gila monster's tails are so 
fat, and meet a lizard that 
is larger than most people.

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

CBP106454S Books $4.21 $7.95

Tino the Tortoise: 
Adventures in the 
Grand Canyon
Join Tino the desert 
tortoise and Rudi the 
jumping jerboa on their 
adventure through the 
Grand Canyon to help 
Penny, a fuzzy-eared 
Kaibab squirrel. 

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

IPS182145H Books $9.34 $16.99

Turtle and Snake 
Go Camping
Turtle and Snake are 
going camping. Where 
should they put their tent? 
They splash through a 
brook, climb over some 
rocks, and paddle across a 
pond, before they find the 
perfect spot. But the forest 
is a little too scary at night.

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

PEP130670S Books $2.11 $3.99

Turtle's Race With 
Beaver
Turtle lives in a beautiful 
little pond with everything 
a happy turtle needs. But 
one spring, Turtle awakes 
from hibernation to 
discover that her lovely home has been invaded! 

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

PEP240466S Books $3.35 $5.99

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w96H
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w96r
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w96q
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w962
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w967
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w96h
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w96I
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w961
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w96A
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Turtles
Did you know that some 
turtles can live for 80 
years? Or that some 
turtles are as big as cars? 
Learn all about turtles in 
this easy-to-read book.

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

PEP843117S Books $2.11 $3.99

Undersea Turtle - 
35 Piece Tray 
Puzzle
The Undersea Turtle is 
have a swimmingly good 
day during his underwater 
play! Lots of sea friends to swim with including his 
grumpy friend, Lion Fish. The sea horses are standing 
at attention, waiting for General Octopus to come and 
give them their next command. It's a fantastic day! 
Minimum order of 6.

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

OUM258866M Activity Sets/Games $3.20 $6.99

Viewfinder: Reptiles
Know a kid who's scared 
of snakes? Now he or she 
can come face to face with 
a venomous 
viper—without fear! 
Viewfinder: Reptiles lets 
kids explore the scaly, 
slimy world of snakes, 
alligators, turtles and 
lizards.

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

CDS710029S Books $10.57 $19.95

What If You Had 
Animal Teeth?
WHAT IF YOU HAD 
ANIMAL TEETH? takes 
children on a fun, 
informative, and 
imaginative journey as 
they explore what it would 
be like if their own front 
teeth were replaced by 
those of a different animal.

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

GRP548438S Books $2.19 $3.99

Wild Kratts: Wild 
Reptiles
When Martin Kratt and 
Chris Kratt find themselves 
in a jam, they turn to wild 
reptiles to help them save 
the day! Reptiles have 
some amazing 
adaptations and awesome 
creature features. 

Item # Media Type WSL SRP

PBS702829X Videos $7.79 $12.99

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w963
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w96s
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w96O
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w96c
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=w96L
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